Innovation Technologies and Energy Medicine (ITEM) has developed a new technology that
promises to revolutionize the way we think about human energy and balance - the Brain
Optimization
and
Synchronization
System
(BOSS)
(Visit
http://www.itembioenergy.com/motion/boss).
BOSS is a custom-engineered motion
therapy table designed for horizontal
rotation. The BOSS horizontal motion
experience
provides
the
following
objective benefits: physical and mental
relaxation; stabilization of brain activity
and other physiological responses such
as blood pressure; synchronization of the
brain
hemispheres;
and
improved
sleeping patterns. Evidence is available
that
BOSS
improves
hand-eye
coordination, fine motor skills, cognitive
functioning, and overall intelligence.
BOSS is more relaxing than a spa or a massage - and more beneficial for your entire mind
and body. The table produces a relaxed, mentally alert state quickly (low Alpha - Theta state),
which facilitates hypnotherapy and other treatment methods. BOSS can also be used as a
massage or chiropractic table.
Additionally, BOSS acts as a full-body acupressure
stimulator when used in accordance with ITEM’s recommendations. This table is perfect for
the home or medical office. BOSS “healing centers” are springing up all over the world!

Specifications
Dimensions
Weight

92 inches (234 cm) long x 40 inches (102 cm) wide x 47 inches (119 cm) height
240 lbs (109 kg)

Mattress
Dimensions

75 inches (191 cm) long x 40 inches (102 cm) wide, sits at a stationary height of 26
inches (66 cm) from ground
3/4-inch (1.9 cm) thick 7 ply plywood, insulated with 2.5-inch (6.4 cm) ultra-comfortable
memory foam, and upholstered with extra strength vinyl; head cut-out for lying on
stomach for massage or chiropractic treatments

Mattress Materials
Electrical
Motor

220/240 V and 110/120 V motor operation accommodated (specify when order is placed)
3 Phase, 230 V, 1.6 A, 1/3 hp

Manual Control Panel, Emergency Stop Lever, Countdown Timer for Solo Use, 0 - 5
RPM Rotation Speed, Clockwise & Counterclockwise Rotation, Smooth Direction
Reversal, Heat Cut-Out for lying on stomach and for use of table for other therapies
Table Base - Gray or Beige; Table Mattress - Almond, Azure, Blue, Charcoal, Chestnut,
Colors Chocolate, Cranberry, Gray, Hunter, Mauve, Navy, Oxblood, Peach, Plum, Rose,
Seafoam, Shadow, Spice, Teal, Wheat
Warranty 1 year on all electrical, mechanical and fabricated components
Technical Support Lifetime technical support for no extra fee

Standard Features

Also Included BOSS Practitioner's Manual, with research and recommended methods of use
Price $4,995 US for standard model plus freight charges.
Detachable laptop desk (for use with an EEG system), automatic control panel (for
Optional Features
programming table prior to session), contour mattress (fixed or adjustable), Resonant
& Accessories
Field Imaging Aura & Brain Imaging System, WaveRider 2cx EEG System
For Additional Information and to Order, Visit http://www.item-bioenergy.com/motion/boss

